Taraji P. Henson To Star In Musical Film Adaptation Of ‘The Color Purple’
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_The Color Purple_ is being brought to a movie theater near you in musical form and Taraji P. Henson has joined the cast. According to _The Wrap_, Henson will play Shug Avery, the sexy and fiery singer who was admired by Celie. The film adaptation will be directed by Blitz Bazawule, best known for directing Beyoncé’s _Black Is King._

Corey Hawkins, known for his role as Dr. Dre in _Straight Outta Compton, In the Heights_ and _The Walking Dead_, and H.E.R will be starring in the film as well. Hawkins will play Harpo and H.E.R will portray Squeak for her film debut.

_The Color Purple_ was first brought to the big screen by Steven Spielberg in 1985, who adapted it from Alice Walker’s novel of the same name. The film saw incredible success, grossing $142 million at box offices worldwide. Since then, it has been a mainstay on Broadway.
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Her a NAACP Image Award nomination for outstanding actress in a television movie, limited series or dramatic special.

The Oscar-nominated actress also signed to direct an anthology project called Tell It Like A Woman. The seven-part anthology will include a segment titled “Pepcy & Kim,” which Henson will direct. Pauletta Washington and Jennifer Hudson will star in the segment, which is inspired by Kim Carter, a former addict who founded a non-profit called the Time for Change Foundation that helps homeless women and children.

“Tell It Like A Woman has been a very long journey, almost six years producing this film, and we couldn’t have asked for a better ending segment in ‘Pepcy & Kim,’” producer Chiara Tilia said according to Variety. “This segment reminds us that in life no matter how difficult the circumstance, there is a way to overcome any obstacle. It is so inspiring to see Kim Carter helping women across the United States with her non-profit, The Time for Change Foundation.”
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U.S. Equities Extend Biggest Gains Since 2020:
Markets Wrap

(Bloomberg) -- U.S. stocks headed for their biggest four-day rally since November 2020 as dip buying in battered technology shares resumed Wednesday.
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NFL betting: The Rams will wear white in the Super Bowl, so you should back them

The team wearing white jerseys have dominated the Super Bowl since 2005.
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2022 Fantasy Baseball Rankings: Third Base

Let’s get into some fantasy baseball draft rankings with the top-heavy third base position.
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Martha made this delicious, festive cake on Martha Bakes episode 504.
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UPDATE 1-Russia to target German media in response to German ban on RT TV
Russia will have to retaliate for Germany's decision to ban the German-language service of Russian broadcaster RT, and the response will impact German media accredited in Russia, the foreign ministry said on Wednesday. Germany's MABB media watchdog and Commission for Licensing and Supervision...
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